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MORE ON BARCLAYS BANK PERFINS             by W. J. Hall 
 
Firstly I must admit an error in my previous article, which appeared  
in the February 1985 Bulletin. I identified my first example as Die I,  
No. 73.1, however it was Die 2, No. 73.2. 
Following on from this mistake I have received some interesting  
information from another member, Mr. D. S. Trevillion. He has identified  
two separate types of No 73.2, he has proposed the second should be  
numbered No 73.2a. The first 73.2 (Fig I.) has a width of 14½ mm,  
whereas 73.2a (Fig 2.) is 12½ mm. Also on 73.2 the "B"s are larger and  
further apart, additionally the diagonals of the "K" on 73.2 are further  
from the upright of the "K", than they are on 73.2a. 
I have also come across a number of new missing pin varieties on  
Barclays Bank perfins. Firstly on 73.2 I have found seven new varieties:  
Figs 3, 4, 5 show missing pins on the first "B" in various positions;  
Fig 6 shows a missing pin on the second "B" ; Figs 7 and 8 show one and  
two missing pins on the "K" respectively; Fig 9 shows missing pins on all  
three letters of the perfin. Secondly on 74.1 I have discovered one other  
missing pin variety on the "K", Fig 10. Thirdly on 74.2 I have come  
across three more varieties; Fig 11 shows one missing pin from the second  
"B" and one missing pin from the "K"; Figs 12 and 13 show two varieties  
of missing pins on the "K" alone. 
I hope that this article stirs up interest among members and I would be  
glad to hear of any other varieties. I would also be willing to buy any  
Barclays Bank perfins with or without missing pins. My address is:  
Mr. W. J. Hall, 6 Hall Drive, Mottram, Via Hyde, Cheshire, SK14 6LH. 
 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMISSION 
 
The office of the Australian High Commission tells us that  
the use of stamps perfinned "C/of/A" continued until 1968/9.  
However we have seen examples of this perfin on decimal  
Machins so this usage must have extended until at least 1971.  
If any members have dated examples of usage later than 1971  
the editor would like to hear about them. 




